We review some recent theoretical results on rare kaon decays. Particular attention is devoted to find Standard Model tests. This is theoretically easy in K → πνν, while a careful study of the long distance contributions is needed for K L → π 0 ee, K L → µµ and K → ππγ .
Introduction
Historically, rare kaon decays, like K L,S → µµ, K → πνν, and K 0 − K 0 mixing have been fundamental to understand weak interactions and particle physics: i) the solution to the large Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) was GIM mechanism and ii) CP violation in the Standard Model (SM) led to three families [1, 2] . Originally QCD corrections to W − box, Z 0 − and γ−penguin contributions were not evaluated and phenomenological models were used to estimate long distance contributions [3] . For instance for K S → γγ, since the short distance amplitude was vanishing, the long distance one was computed by a π + − π − loop with a K S ππ constant weak vertex from A(K S → ππ) exp and γ ′ s coupled electromagnetically; A(K S → γγ) then is finite [3] but with at least two legittimate questions: i) what is the correct off-shell extrapolation for K S → ππ and ii) why K S F µν F µν local operators (and higher dimensional operators like ∂ 2 K S F µν F µν ) are suppressed?
There have been two major theoretical steps in this field since the seminal paper of Gaillard-Lee: i) the OPE (Operator Product Expansion) and ii) Chiral pertubation theory (χP T ). In OPE the physical processes are determined by an effective hamiltonian, written as a product of local operators O i and (Wilson) coefficients c i : H ef f = i c i (µ) O i (µ); indeed the scale dependence must cancel in the product since physical processes are µ−independent. Thus OPE factorizes short (c i (µ) ) and long distance contributions. Long distance matrix elements are evaluated by symmetry arguments, i.e. χP T [4, 2] . Then, for instance, it is easy to understand the problems posed above for K S → γγ: chiral symmetry constrains the momentum dependence of the vertex K S ππ and imposes the O(p 4 ) K S F µν F µν local operator to be zero, while chiral power counting suppresses
. This prediction is in agreement with experiment [6] .
B-physics will test SM measuring the CKM triangle [7] with sizes V * qb V qd ; the area of this triangle, J CP /2, is invariant for all CKM triangles and non-zero if CP is violated; in the Wolfenstein parametrization:
with V us = λ, V cb = Aλ 2 , ℑm(V td ) = −Aλ 3 η. As a consequence of the improved understanding of low energy physics we can test precisely (1) in rare kaon channels [1] .We can establish that K → πνν is dominated by far by short distance
and due to the large top mass, is very sensitive to the CKM matrix element,V td [8, 9] . Thus K-physics will measure J CP from the triangle with sizes V * qs V qd and test extensions of the SM. K-physics is also an ideal window to test Flavour violation [14] : scales of 100 TeV are probed [1] . Here we first study K → πνν, then K → πee, K L → µµ and K → ππγ.
K → πνν

Standard Model
The SM predicts the V −A⊗V −A effective hamiltonian in (2) and Wilson coefficients known at next-to-leading order [9] . SU(2) isospin symmetry relates hadronic matrix elements for K → πνν to K → πlν to a very good precision [10] . QCD corrections have been evaluated at next-to-leading order [1] and the main uncertainties is due the strong corrections to the charm loop contribution.
The structure in (2) leads to a pure CP violating contribution to K L → π 0 νν, induced only from the top loop contribution and thus proportional to ℑm(λ t ) and free of hadronic uncertainties. This leads to the prediction [9] 
K ± → π ± νν receives CP conserving and violating contributions proportional to ℜe(λ c ), ℜe(λ t ) and ℑm(λ t ). Theoretical uncertainty from the charm loop induces 5% error on the width. If one takes into account the various indirect limits, i.e.V ub and ε, on CKM elements one obtains the SM values [1, 9] :
Using only the experimental knowledge on B s,d − mixing the more general bound [11] B(K ± → π ± νν) SM < 1.67 × 10 −10 is obtained. To be compared respectively with the experimental results in [12] and in [13, 14] 
A future measurement [14] of B(K L → π 0 νν) with 10 % error implies a determination of ℑm(λ t ), as we can see from (3) , and the area J in (1), with 5 % error.
New Physics
The isospin structure of any sd operator (bilinear in the quark fields) leads to the model independent relation [15] and to an interesting bound with E787 [13, 14] 
at 90%C.L.
Lately it has been pointed out the possibility of new physics to enhance substantially the SM predictions [16] . Also the recent value of ε ′ /ε [17, 18, 19] , though not incompatible with the SM, allows large values for new sources of CP violating contributions. Adopting a supersymmetric framework (susy) where the flavour breaking scale is much larger than susy breaking scale (M s ) , which is in turn larger than the EW scale (M s ≥ M W ) the bigger contributions to the K → πll effective hamiltonian come from operators of dimensions four and five. Indeed once the heavy (M s ) degrees of freedom have been integrated out , Z−(susy)penguin effects could be parametrized by an effective dimension-4 operator sdZ with coupling Z ds and with a contribution to (2) O(G F Z ds ) [16, 1] , while the superbox diagrams generate a suppressed O(1/M 2 s ) effective dimension-6 operator sdνν [20] . We can parametrize the relevant dimension-5 effective hamiltonian as [20] 
In the SM the coefficients are chirally suppressed [21] , and thus extensions of SM might be interesting [22] . If we consider the bounds coming from ε ′ /ε and K L → µµ [23] , as we shall see, large NP enhancements can be obtained for K L → π 0 νν and for K ± → π ± νν (respectively at most a factor 10 and 3 in the branching compared to the SM predictions) [20] .
add new structures to the direct CP violating contribution analogous to (2) (additional single photon exchange contributions are smaller):
Thus to really probe the short distance window one has to have under control i) and ii) and also we must warn about the danger of the potentially large background contribution from [24] . The present bounds from KTeV are [14] :
and the prediction for the direct CP violation contribution analogous to (3) is
using the present constrains on ℑm(λ t ) one obtains [1, 25] 2.8 × 10
New physics contributions [20] from an effective dimension-4 Z ds vertex and H |∆S|=1;d=5 ef f in (6) can enhance the branching up to a factor 10. 
V , which generates a contrbution to K → πl + l − dominated by long distance and thus studied in χPT. These decays (
with loops (dominated by the ππ−cut) and unknown counterterm contributions [26] . Higher order contributions (O(p 6 )) might be large, but not completely under control since new and with unknown coefficients counterterm structures will appear [27] . However we can still parameterize, quite generally the K → π * γ (q) form factor as [28] (10) we expect that W i (z) is a good approximation to the complete form factor.
From the K + → π + e + e − experimental width and slope, E865 obtains [29] a + = −0.587 ± 0.010
Also the fit with (10), i.e. with the genuine chiral [29] [31] . Also the slope in the muon channel, though with large statistical errors, is now consistent with (11).
We should stress that it is not clear at the moment the meaning of the apparent slow convergence in the chiral expansion in
There is no model independent relation among a S and a + and thus a secure determination of B(K L → π 0 e + e − ) CP −indirect requires a direct measurement of B(K S → π 0 e + e − ), possibly to be performed by KLOE at DAΦNE [28] . The dependence from b S is very mild and thus we predict B(K S → π 0 e + e − ) ≃ 5.2 a 2 S × 10 −9 . We can take advantage of the interference term among direct and indirect the CP -violating terms [28] :
and thus perform an independent measurement of ℑmλ t , with a precision increasing with the value of |a S |.
CP conserving contributions: "γγ" intermediate state contributions
The general amplitude for K L (p) → π 0 γ(q 1 )γ(q 2 ) can be decomposed as a sum of two independent Lorentz and gauge invariant amplitudes: A(z, y), where the two photons are in a state of total angular momentum J = 0 (J, total diphoton angular momentum), and the higher angular momentum state B(z, y), also chirally and kinematically suppressed [2] . The double differential rate is given by
where
is the usual kinematical function. Thus in the region of small z (collinear photons) the B amplitude is dominant and can be determined separately from the A amplitude. This feature is crucial in order to disentangle the CP-conserving contribution K L → π 0 e + e − . Here we assume, consistentely with models [27] and possibly to test in K L → π 0 e + e − γ, that the dominant contribution is generated by on-shell γγ rescattering [32] . It turns out that for the
∼ m e (m e electron mass) [33] ; while the suppressed B-type amplitude, generate A(K L → π 0 e + e − ) J =0 competitive with the CP violating contributions [27] .
The leading finite O(p 4 ) amplitudes of K L → π 0 γγ generates only the A-type amplitude in Eq. (12) [34] , but underestimates the observed branching ratio [35, 14] , (1.68 ± 0.07 ± 0.08) × 10 −6 by a large factor. The two presumably large O(p 6 ) contributions have been studied: i) O(p 6 ) unitarity corrections [36, 37] enhance the O(p 4 ) branching ratio by 40%, and generate a B-type amplitude, ii) vector meson exchange contributions to K L → π 0 γγ are in general model dependent [38, 39] but one can parameterize their contribution to A and B by an effective vector coupling a V [39] . The agreement with experimental K L → π 0 γγ rate and spectrum would demand a V ∼ −0.8 [37, 40] . We have related a V with the linear slope, α, of the K L → γγ * form factor [40] , which is also generated by vector meson exchange contribution. In factorization it is possible to describe VMD contributions to these observables in terms of one free parameter k F . The resulting phenomenology is successful and it is also suggested that very interestingly matching with short distance should be performed at the resonance scale and not at the kaon mass [40, 41] . The new data from KTeV [35] confirms sharply our prediction : a V = −0.72 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 and show a clear evidence of events at low z. This turns in a stringent determination for the CP conserving contribution to
To fully exploit the potential of K L → µ + µ − in probing short-distance dynamics it is necessary to have a reliable control on its long-distance amplitude. However the dispersive contribution generated by the two-photon intermediate state cannot be calculated in a model independent way and it is subject to various uncertainties [42, 43, 44] . The branching ratio can be generally decomposed as B(K L → µ + µ − ) = |ℜeA| 2 + |ℑmA| 2 , and the dispersive contribution can be rewritten as
, obtained from the experimental K L → γγ width. This leaves very small room for the dispersive contribution determined by B(K L → µ + µ − ) exp , ℜeA exp = (−1.0 ± 3.7) × 10 −10 or |ℜeA exp | 2 < 5.6 × 10 −10 at 90% C.L. [42] .
Within the Standard Model the known [45] NLO short-distance contribution |ℜeA short | 2 = (0.9 ± 0.4) × 10 −9 , gives the possibility to extract information on V td and New Physics, once ℜeA long is under control. Two methods [42, 44] and a criticism [43] have been proposed to predict ℜeA long .
Large-N c argument and U(3)⊗U(3) symmetry have been invoked in [44] for ℜeA long ; however these arguments give a poor phenomenological description of the experimental K L → γγ width and thus caution must be used before to completely accept this result [46] .
We instead have proposed [42] a low energy parameterization of the K L → γ * γ * form factor that include the poles of the lowest vector meson resonances with arbitrary residues f (q .
The parameters α and β, expected to be O(1) by chiral power counting, are in principle directly accessible by experiment in K L → γℓ + ℓ − and K L → e + e − µ + µ − . Now we can determine only α exp , while β is constrained by QCD: the form factor defined in Eq. (13) (90%C.L.). These bounds could be very much improved if the α and β parameters were measured with good precision and a more stringent bound on |ℜeA exp | is established. Recentely K L → e + e − has been measured at BNL E871 [47] : B(K L → e + e − ) = (8.7
+5.7 −4.1 ) × 10 −12 , however the theoretical prediction [43, 44] for this branching is not sensitive to the slopes of the form factor.
K → ππγ
The K → ππγ amplitude is usually decomposed also in electric (E) and the magnetic (M) terms [48, 2, 49] . In the electric transitions one generally separates the bremsstrahlung amplitude E B generally enhanced from the factor 1/E * γ for E * γ → 0, (E * γ is the photon energy in the kaon rest frame). Summing over photon helicities there is no interference among electric and magnetic terms. At the lowest order (p 2 ) in χP T one obtains only E B . Magnetic and electric direct emission amplitudes, appearing at O(p 4 ), can be decomposed in a multipole expansion [50, 49, 2] . We do not discuss K S,L → π 0 π 0 γ due to the small branching ratio (< 10 −8 ) [51] and
, where no new experimental results have been reported recentely. While motivated by new results we update K L → π + π − γ and
(CP violation) (3.09 ± 0.06) × 10
is suppressed by CP violation (η +− ) and firmly predicted theoretically [49] . This contribution has been also measured by interference with the M1 transition in [53, 54] . Due to the large slope, KTeV parametrizes the magnetic amplitude
finding a 1 /a 2 = (−0.729 ± 0.026(stat))GeV 2 and the branching given in the table, which fixes also g M 1 . Such large slope can be accomodated in various Vector dominance schemes [51, 48, 57] , while the rate is very sensitive to SU(3)−breaking and unknown p 4 unknown low energy contributions and thus difficult to predict.
New data from BNL E787 [55] show vanishing interference among bremsstrahlung and electric transition. Thus the direct emission branching (B(
, in the table, must be interpreted as a pure magnetic transition. Theoretically one can identify two different sources for M, appearing at O(p 4 ) : i) a pole diagram with a Wess-Zumino term and ii) a pure weak contact term, also generated in factorization by an anomalous current [56] . B(K + → π + π 0 γ) DE exp is substantially smaller than previous values, but still show that this last contribution is non-vanishing.
CP Violation
Direct CP violation can be established in the width charge asymmetry in K ± → π ± π 0 γ, δΓ/2Γ and in the interference E B with E 1 in K L → π + π − γ (E with M 1 in K L → π + π − e + e − ); both observables are kinematically difficult since one is looking for large photon energy distribution [2] . SM charge asymmetry were looked in [58] expecting δΓ/2Γ ≤ 10 −5 . General bounds on new physics in M1 transitions have been studied in [59] , while the effects of dimension-5 operators in (6) E1 transitions have been studied in [60] , where for instance it has been shown that the value of ℜ (ε ′ /ε) allows in particular kinematical regions a factor 10 larger than SM.
Conclusions
The recent experimental results in K−decays, i.e. ε ′ /ε, K → πνν and K L → π 0 γγ, let us hope that the near future will be full of exciting new results and challenges to the SM and its extensions. In particular K → πνν can determine J in (1). I remind that, though not discussed here, T-invariance [54] and Flavour violation [14] are other interestiong windows to search for new physics. From the theoretical side we expect an improving in matching long and short distance contributions [46] and this would lead to an accurate determination of low energy parameters, for instance a reliable relation between a S and a + in (10) .
